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Alba Patera has recorded a variety of exo- and endogenic geomorphic 
processes on its flanks over most of martian surface history. Despite some 
complex local geomorphic relationships, Alba has exhibited a relatively simple 
and stable overall configuration for much of its development, and this simple 
shield form provides a datum for geomorphic processes. Two major classes of 
erosional features are of particular interest from the standpoint of both 
ancient climatic regimes and in establishing evidence of the full range of 
volcanic processes that have built Alba: (a) the valleys and channels that are 
so numerous on Alba's northern flanks, and (b) the amphitheaters and alcoves 
that characterize the "etched terranes" of Alba. The ramified planform of the 
Alba valleys connoted pluvial activity to Mariner 9 investigators and even 
with the intervening addition of' higher resolution Viking Orbiter data, these 
networks stand today as some of the most complex and compelling evidence of 
surface fluid erosion on Mars. Nevertheless, the precise nature of that fluid 
is still under debate: both lava and water must remain under consideration, 
and indeed may both have contributed to these intricate network patterns, and 
have quite divergent implications. 

There are several identifiable types of valley networks throughout the 
region. Branching valleys with U-shaped and V-shaped interiors are common. 
Their exterior links appear theater headed, often with shallow troughs extend- 
ing headward of theater terminations. No systematic width vs. network 
hierarchy relationships can be discerned. These are generally parallel net- 
works with little to no correlation of junction angle with link magnitude 
[1,2]. Longitudinal profiles are inferred to be very flat. Interior valley 
links appear quite long and exterior links are quite short, yielding a 
sparse-appearing pinnate pattern. Valley walls are steep and uniform appearing 
throughout their length, with only sporadic evidence of layering. Sidewall- 
upper surface junctions appear crisp. The depth distribution of these valley 
networks appears bimodal, with deep (<500m) and shallow (<loom) vallleys , 
which may be related to the characteristic depth of the erodable layer [3]. 
Filamental valleys are shallow traces compared to more well-expressed deeper 
branching valleys. Often they are seen as headward extensions of theater 
terminations of exterior network links. These valleys are distinguished by 
their threadlike appearance and are probably less than 50 meters deep. 

Valleys on Alba exhibit several interesting relationships: (1) Valley 
types occur independently and are intermingled throughout the region. Some- 
times contrasting morphologies are juxtaposed and sometimes they are totally 
absent. (2) Where branching valleys are adjacent to tabular lava flows, inte- 
rior link paths conform to flow margins. It is not clear to what extent such 
valleys have shaped or have been shaped by pre-existing flows. (3) Filamental 
valleys extend (a) down the middle of tabular lava flows, (b) alongside such 
flows, and (c) continuously cut across flows and intra-flow areas. They also 
transsect crested or ridged flows in a few areas. 

Alcoves are seen throughout the region. They are often theater-headed, 
but "teardrop alcoves" tend to taper downslope, while "equant alcoves" are 
more ovoid in plan pattern. Headwalls and sidewalls are steep in both cases 
and they are seen both in rudimentary network groupings, as well as in soli- 
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tary unconnected examples. 

Valleys and alcoves on Alba Patera very likely are polygenetic in ori- 
gin. Consistent with valley networks elsewhere on Mars, the parallel patterns 
of the branching networks, their generally low network junction angles with 
lack of systematic downstream increase, the rarity and short length of exteri- 
or links versus common, long interior links, and theater terminations general- 
ly suggest a spatially restricted surface or subsurface source of eroding 
fluid, probably liquid water. The close spatial and planimetric association 
between branching valleys and lava flows suggests some causal relationship, 
possibly due to melting of ground-ice by lava flows, although the heat balance 
relationship is not obvious. Because of the lack of fine networks on adjacent 
terrain and its rough undissected appearance even in the highest resolution 
images, and because of the general planimetric appearance of the networks, the 
case for erosion by rainfall is not compelling. Nevertheless, it must be 
remembered that for highly-permeable volcanic materials, rainfall-geherated 
surface runoff networks are sparse, and the geometrically simple slopes tend 
to produce strongly parallel networks, even without structural controls. In 
addition, permeable ash or lava facilitate downward percolation, with downgra- 
dient seepage at outcrops. Buried permafrost layers may also provide conven- 
ient acquacludes for potential rainfall- or surface melt-derived seepage. Some 
filamental "valleys" may indeed be lava channels, while others may be related 
to seepage runoff of water, and branching valleys may expoit pre-existing 
filamental valleys. Alcoves appear independent of the other valley types and 
could be the result of mass wasting of a removable layer by liquid flow, 
sublimation, or aeolian deflation. 

The area in which the alcoves occur most densely has been termed 
"etched terrane" [4]. Such etching appears most prominently on hillslopes, and 
appears to be an intermediate state between smooth unetched blankets in swale 
bottoms or on flat surfaces, versus hilltops where the blanketing material has 
been completely removed. The characteristic teardrop shape suggests removal of 
material downslope from exposed ridges, as if a blanket were being stripped. 
The general etching process appears to be displayed in various stages of 
completion from total denudation to small scale pitting, and the degree of 
etching seems to characterize individual units, suggesting either variable 
susceptibility based on material competence, or a constant process attacking 
successively emplaced units. 

Overall the Alba valleys and alcoves suggest the presence of a perme- 
able, erodable acquifer subj acent to large well-expressed lava flows. A 100- 
500m thick layer of pyroclastic material could be an acceptable candidate, 
although the total extent of such a layer is unknown. This conclusion is 
broadly consistent with those of other workers [5,6]. 

This work performed under a NASA grant at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 
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